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Background Resultsg

The progression of sepsis involves dysfunction of vital
organs and is governed by dynamic interaction among

Figure 1. Schematic of the large-scale mathematical model of sepsisFigure 1. Schematic of the large-scale mathematical model of sepsis

Table I. GenIMS study patients for model training and validation.Table I. GenIMS study patients for model training and validation. Table III. Assessment of 30 day mortality for patients in training set.5Table III. Assessment of 30 day mortality for patients in training set.5

Group # Training patients # Validation patients

All septic patients 1283 1037
Severely septic CAP patients 297 291

Group # Training patients
Assessed Alive 201/236 (85.17% accuracy)
Assessed Dead 32/41 (78.05% accuracy)

O ll (Ali +D d) 233/277 (84 11% )

cytokines, immune cells, tissues and pathogens.

To understand this complex interaction, we built a multi-
scale mechanistic model, using the Immunetrics modeling
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Severely septic CAP patients 
with four days of data

277 274

Patients alive at day 30 236/277 (85.2%) Blinded

Overall (Alive+Dead) 233/277 (84.11% accuracy)platform.

A “Virtual Clinician” examines the status of simulated
patients and administers standard-of-care interventions
that alter the patient dynamics in a clinically relevant

5 Calculated based on binary analysis assuming that survival probabilities greater
than 0.79 represent alive and less than 0.79 represent dead patients.

Analyte Time point (days)4

that alter the patient dynamics in a clinically relevant
manner.

The model reproduces time courses of cytokines,
coagulation factors, clinical markers, early/late organ

Table II. Analyte-time-point pairs likely to be important for prediction of
mortality based on model training.2,3
Table II. Analyte-time-point pairs likely to be important for prediction of
mortality based on model training.2,3 Table IV. 30 day prediction of mortality for patients in validation set.5Table IV. 30 day prediction of mortality for patients in validation set.5

Methods

Analyte Time point (days)4

SaO2 (O2sat) 0
IL-6 3

PAI-1 2

Group # Validation patients

Predicted Alive 178/274 (64.96% survival)

Predicted Dead 96/274 (35.04% mortality)

failure, and early/late deaths.

The ordinary differential equation based model simulated
the progression of septic patients over a 30 day hospital

Methods Serum Creatinine 0
Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) 0

PAI-1 1, 3
Breathing Frequency (daily low) 2,0

5 Calculated based on binary analysis assuming that survival probabilities greater
than 0.79 represent alive and less than 0.79 represent dead patients.Figure 2. Simulations show different trajectories of biomarkers and

clinical markers in septic patients: Effects of time-to-treatment and
patient immune-status.

Figure 2. Simulations show different trajectories of biomarkers and
clinical markers in septic patients: Effects of time-to-treatment and
patient immune-status.the progression of septic patients over a 30-day hospital

stay.

The model was fit to human endotoxemia data from
literature and septic community acquired pneumonia

Conclusions
Breathing Frequency (daily high) 0

IL-10 0
Respiratory SOFA score 0

D-dimer 0, 1

patient immune status.
Patients with good immune function respond favorably to standard
interventions.
A 6 hr delay in interventions also results in a favorable outcome, but
the duration and extent of organ dysfunction are greater.
Patients with ineffective clearance of infection display sustained

patient immune status.
Patients with good immune function respond favorably to standard
interventions.
A 6 hr delay in interventions also results in a favorable outcome, but
the duration and extent of organ dysfunction are greater.
Patients with ineffective clearance of infection display sustainedp y q p

(CAP) patients from the GenIMS study1. Data included
time courses for MAP, SaO2, creatinine, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-
10, TAT, d-dimer, etc.
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The model simulations were able to reproduce changes in
disease progression as a function of treatment strategies.

D dimer 0, 1
2 Combinations of analytes & collection time points.
3 Represent upper 20% of all (18 analytes * 4 days) analyte-time point pairs data used

for our analysis (in order of importance).
4 Time from patient inclusion in the study, starting at t=0 days.

Patients with ineffective clearance of infection display sustained
kidney dysfunction, respiratory failure, and poor recovery of MAP.
Patients with ineffective clearance of infection display sustained
kidney dysfunction, respiratory failure, and poor recovery of MAP.

The model accounts for differences in physiological
characteristics and immune function of patients.

The model could reproduce the entire spectrum of
patients in the GenIMS study by altering only a handful of

Model training yielded a short-list of analyte-time-point
pairs likely to be important for prediction of mortality.

When trained to the first 4 days of time course data from

Figure 3. ROC curve for training set displays accuracy for cut-off values.
If the predicted model outcome is greater than the cut-off point, the patient is
classified as alive. ROC curve indicates that a cut-off of 0.79 maximizes the
Youden Index for the population.

Figure 3. ROC curve for training set displays accuracy for cut-off values.
If the predicted model outcome is greater than the cut-off point, the patient is
classified as alive. ROC curve indicates that a cut-off of 0.79 maximizes the
Youden Index for the population.patients in the GenIMS study by altering only a handful of

physiologically relevant parameters.

Due to the low mortality (~ 6%) in the overall study
population, only severely septic CAP patients were

y
277 patients, the model was able to fit to the outcome of
85% of survivors and 78% of non-survivors (at day 30).

Following training, the model was used to predict 274
Best 

cutoff point
0.79

p pp p

considered for model training and validation/prediction.

The model was trained against first 4 days of analyte data
and the 30 day mortality for the training set patients.

g g
validation patients, whose outcomes were blinded.

The ability to reproduce the spectrum of patients in the
GenIMS study with a handful of parameter changes

Sensitivity 0.85

Specificity 0.78

Correct prediction
The analysis suggested the relative importance of
analyte-time-point pairs in patient predictions.

The trained model was used to predict the 30 day

demonstrates the robustness of the mechanistic model
and showcases its capability to assess the efficacy and
outcome of new treatment strategies.

Correct prediction 
of outcome 0.84

Youden index 0.63

ROC area 0 85 0 04The trained model was used to predict the 30 day
mortality in validation set patients.

1 Ref: Kellum J. A. et al, Arch. Intern. Med., 2007, Aug 13-27;167(15).

ROC area 0.85 0.04
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